Abstract: Optical frequency comb generation has been experimentally studied using an integrated system based on a lithium niobate waveguide resonator featuring a strong quadratic nonlinearity. Our theoretical model shows good agreement with the experimental results. An optical frequency comb (OFC) generator is a source of laser light whose spectrum consists of a series of precisely spaced sharp spectral spikes. These generators are used on a large scale for many applications, ranging from high precision metrology to biomedical/environmental spectroscopy. To date, the state-of-the-art method for OFC generation has been mode locked lasers. Aiming towards miniaturization, broadband frequency combs have also been demonstrated by means of continuous-wave (CW) pumped nonlinear microresonators, which utilize the third-order cubic optical nonlinearity, known as the optical Kerr effect. While being a very promising technology, Kerr combs face some challenges, especially those pertaining to the properties of the microresonator material. The cubic nonlinearity, which is often described by the nonlinear refractive index, is typically small in the available optical materials. Consequently, Kerr comb generation requires high laser intensity, and so a microresonator with a very high quality (Q) factor is needed.
(a) Schematic of the CW pumped integrated OFC generation in a quadratic nonlinear cavity. By pumping this waveguide by a strong CW laser at , an optical frequency comb around and 2 are generated. (b) Spectral dynamics around the fundamental frequency as the cavity detuning 1 is swept across a resonance with a 330 mW pump power. The spectrum is normalized to the maximum power in the field.
From the theoretical and modeling point of view, there are several ways to explain the comb generation in a CQN system. A new study reveals that the modulation instability (MI) is fundamentally reinforced by the temporal walk-off between the interacting fields, and consequently, triggers the formation of frequency combs and drifting temporal patterns [5] . The related predictive model successfully simulates the combs generated in both singly and doubly resonant systems. However, further expansion and improvement of this model were required in order to efficiently (b) simulate and predict the behavior of this specific integrated system, since only the pump field resonates inside the cavity while the second-harmonic field exits the waveguide at the rear facet (as shown in Fig.1 (a) ).
The (full map) coupled equations were numerically solved using the split-step fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. Figure 1 (b) shows the simulated intracavity spectrum dynamic around the fundamental frequency as the detuning ( 1 ) is increased. From this figure, one can determine the detuning range where the MI emerges, and this range was around -0.15 and 0.55. In fact, when the system transits from a stable to MI pattern (around 1 = −0.15), the spectrum is composed of spectral lines spaced by a multiple FSRs. As 1 increases, the sidebands are frequency shifted farther away from the pump.
The fundamental field exiting the rear facet of the resonator is measured using an optical spectrum analyzer. The measurements were taken as the pump laser wavelength was scanned from red to blue over the cavity resonance. Figure 2 (a-c) represent some measured envelope spectra for different cavity detuning. As the pump wavelength approaches the cavity resonance, the optical comb generated becomes stronger. These MI peaks equidistant at around 5 nm from the fundamental wavelength and, reach a maximum magnitude of about -10 dBc. Then, we compare the measured spectrum with the theoretically predicted ones (Fig. 2 (d-f) ). Close to the cavity resonance, the theoretical model shows a good agreement with the experimental results. It has to be noted that, due to the relatively high optical power used, the thermal effect and the photorefraction may have been limiting factors during the experiments, and these effects are not included in the existing models.
We have demonstrated experimentally and theoretically optical comb envelope generation using a CW pumped integrated titanium indiffused resonator. This integrated device results in a more mechanically robust miniaturized system, where the field is highly confined with a high nonlinear interaction strength. However, more work has to be done and several questions need to be addressed toward a clear understanding of the underlying physics of the CQN frequency comb. In addition, the influence of various mechanisms on the stability of the system of high practical importance, such as thermal effects and laser noise, should also be included in the models. Therefore, it is of high importance to quantitatively investigate and describe these effects.
